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Owing to people’s exchange and residence, the ancient cities appeared. As time 
gone, the circumvallation was built based on the safety and military consideration. 
Circumvallation is very important in ancient times as its function of protecting 
civilians’ security and property, and it belongs to a part of city defense system. With 
long-range development of circumvallation in several dynasties, the equipment 
system, the scale and the construction technology of circumvallation had being perfect. 
Each items of circumvallation building reached the climax in Ming dynasty, such as 
the scale, the quality and the length of time. There are several times circumvallation 
building campaigns in Shanxi province which consisted a part of the peak of ancient 
circumvallation building history. 
The circumvallation’s scale of Shanxi presented a picture of extension and 
development. At the beginning of Ming Dynasty most circumvallation’s of Shanxi had 
a small scale, except some important cities, such as the Capital of Shanx and Datong 
which was very closed to the boundary. Because of Mongolia’s constant intrusions, 
circumvallation always needed repaired and extended, meanwhile the scale of 
circumvallation become extensive. Compared to the beginning of Ming dynasty, the 
circumvallation scale of Shanxi looked more magnificent and grand after the 
constructions of brick city building. 
Because of the tension between Ming and Mongolia, the threaten from Mongolia 
nearly lasted on the whole Ming Dynasty. Due to Shanxi’s special geographical 
location whose west is the Capital Beijing and north is Mongolia. So Shanxi was 
always attacked by Mongolia. In order to defend Mongolia’s offence, strong and solid 
circumvallation is necessary. Owing to political corruption and land annexation, a lot 
revolts arose. Both Mongolia’s attacks and revolts resulted in circumvallation building 
campaigns of Shanxi Province in Ming Dynasty. A variety of natural factors also 
affected the circumvallation building, such as earthquake and flood. Besides, cultural 


















Circumvallation building is a large project which needs a great quantity of funds 
and labor. Raising funds is the key problem in the whole process of circumvallation 
building, which matters whether circumvallation building plan could be carried out. 
Local government plays an important role in money mobilization. Generally speaking, 
the funds of circumvallation building come from three facts：the central government’s 
funds, taxes, the donation of officials and local rich people. The local civilians and 
military are the main source of labor. Civilians are always negative because for them 
circumvallation building is hardworking physical workload and it’s also a big 
economic burden. But when they experienced the benefits of the protection of 
circumvallation, they would become more positive to circumvallation building. 
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第一章  引言 





































































第二节  研究现状 
虽然对于明代山西城市的研究较少，但是对于中国古代城市的综合论著成果
较多。相关著作有何一民《中国城市史》(1994 年)、同济大学城市规划教研室《中
                                                        
① （清）顾祖禹：《读史方舆纪要》卷三十九《山西方舆纪要序》，中华书局，2005年，第1774页。 
② 《三国志》卷十六《杜畿传》，中华书局，1959 年，第 494 页。 
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